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tlto speak on World Hunger
youare interested In- "cook-
orewith less" or if you are
ned about World Hunger.
Platt, a nutritionist from
Kansas will be on campus
weekto provide s orne leader-
worked directly with Dorothy
ere. author of the ''More-
Less" cookbook that has be-
popular in the past while.
, a Mennonite, is very inter-
in the problem of World Hun-
d she plans to tackle the pro-
withDordt students starting
19 at 9 a. m. in Gordon Brand's
nmental Biology class. Platt
sent a lecture entitled,
ronmental Relationships to
Hunger Crisis. "
At 1 p. m. and 2 p. m .• Platt will
speak to John Van Dyke's philos-
ophy class on "Looking at Varied
Responses to World Hunger" in
classroom 54.
"How Malnutrition Affects Learn-
ing" will be the lecture presented
in Barb Top's Intro to Exceptional
Children at 8 a. m. Friday. April
20.
A luncheon will be held Friday
in the West Commons open to
all community. students and faculty.
The luncheon will consist of a well-
balanced and nutritious meal to
set an example for further eating
habits. Cost will be $. 50 for board-
ers and $2.00 for non -boarders.
A lecture will follow the luncheon
on "Faith and Food Issues-What is
the Relationship?"
On Saturday. April 21. Platt will
conclude her visit at Dordt with a .
luncheon meeting with the Bridge
group in the SUB. Platt will' demonstrate
some recipes from the "More> With-
Less" cookbook and will present
a lecture--''More-With-Less: Re-
lating Lifestyle to Food and Justice
Concerns. "
Students are reminded that all
lectures presented by Platt. whether
in a class or at one of the luncheons J
are open. Case Boot, co-ordinator
of Platt's activities, extends a special
welcome to students to attend Platt's
Luncheon and Bridge meeting.
apel series to be held
erles of speclal chapel ser-
lovolving all the departments
dt will be held to dedicate
new chapel/music building.
services are to show that
y me music department
me departments at Dordt
all me students here have a
In the new chapel. The chapel
be like the hub of a wheel,
each department a spoke run-
out from the hub. This Is
1Icof what all the depart-
have In common; they all
their basis in the Word of
All the students at J)ordt _
united by God's Word and His
for them: the chapel Is where
e students meet together as
t body and as the body of
t,
er has been made for each
ent by member s of the art
tment, Each department will
y Its banner at the chapel
ce mat it has a part in pre-
ng.
chapel service on April 17
be presented by the History,
cal Science, Philosophy, and
logydepartments and Is co-
redby Wayne Kobes.
April 19. Henry De Groot is
'nating the chapel service




sell Maattnan is cuordinating
Aptil24 chapel service. pre-
by the Agriculture, BiolofO'.
ematics/Computer Science,
and Physical Science departments.
On April 26, the communications/
Speech. Education, Library Science.
English, and Language/Linguistics
departments will present a chapel
service coordinated by James Schaap.
The music bufiding will be dedi-
cated on May 1 In a chapel service
presented by the Visual Arts,
Theater Arts, and Music depart-
ments, coordinated by Mike Stair.
These chapel services will cel-
ebrate In a unique way the opening
of the new chapel. The spirit will
be that of a festival, of a time of
rejoicing because of God's goodness
to us. They are being held espe-
cially for the whole campus com-
mun~ty as the May 10 dedication
ceremony Is geared for the con-
stituents. People who have sup-,
ported the building of the chapel
are coming from all over the
country for the dedication. As
well, parents of graduating stu-
dents and people from this com-
munity will want to attend the
ceremony, so it is impossible to
have all the students there as well.
Instead. this series of chapel ser-
vices dedicating the chapel was
planned for the students. ~
The dedication ceremonies were
planned by a committee of students
lind faculty members'
Rev. J De Jong, Lyle Gritters.
Rev. B.J. Haan, Rev. Fondse,
Dale Grotenhuis. J. Vanderstelt.
J. Alberda, J. Ringerwole. N. Math-
ias. John Hiemstra, Clem McClure,
Audrey Vlieg
-' I
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calendar·
April 12 -7:00 pm,
-7:00 pm,
Evening Marriage Seminar, C160





April 14 -8:00 pm,
-8:00 pm ,
~6:30 pm,April 15
A .Blessed laster to All
April 16
Afternoon Dutch Service
~7:00 pm, Dordt Forensic Contest, C160
-8:00 pm, Recital: Gene Reichert and Terry Crull, Chapel-
And.
Phi Kappa Sigma
World Hunger Lecture Series: Lavonne Platt
-7:00 pm , Evening Marriage Seminar, Cl60
World Hunger Lecture Series
-6:~0 pm, Preshmen-Sophomcre Banquet, Gym
World Hunger Lecture Series
-6:30&9:00 pm, Film: "I Never Promised You a Rose Garden",
C160
-8:00 pm Spring Orchestra Concert. Chapel
-2:00 pm , Choral~ Concert. Chapel-And.
Lecture Series- Education department; Van Bnun-
melee
Lecture Series-Education










Graduation for all seniors and
Secretarial Science majors will be
May II at 10 a. m. However, ac-
cording to Rev. Hulst. plans for
where graduation will be held are
still pending.
Hulst explained that he plans to
meet with. some of the seniors
Friday to discuss the Issue. "We
plan to contact all seniors to find
out what their needs are for tick-
ets and In the light of that decide
whether to meet in the gym or the
Chapel-Auditorium. "
Dr. Gerard Van Groningen, Pro-
fessor of Old Testament from the
Reformed Theological Seminary
in Jackson, Mississippi. will
speak on the subject of "One Peo-
ple--One purpose." Van Gron-
ingen received his A. B. from
Calvin College. his B. D. also
from Calvin. his M.Th. from
Westminster Theological Sem-
inary, his M.A. from the Uni-
versity of Melbourne, his Ph. D.
from the University of Mel-
bourne an': is presently working
on his Th, d. from the University
of Potchefstroom.
The Concert Choir will also
sing for graduation and Professor
of Philosophy Nick Van Til will
function as academic marshall in
charge of the arrangements.
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editorial
This is a bad time of year. I've heard many students mouth the phrase
while they moan about their term papers and exams. I also know it's a
"bad" time of year when students fail to hand in their much-appreciated
Diamond articles. One student. however, took a little extra time to drop'
a letter-to-the editor in my office and I thought I would repay the favor
by giving that letter special attention with a reply. But, first,the letter:
Dear Editor,
As I page through the Diamond, I can't help but think that some pro-
cedures should be changed to improve the quality of this paper. For a
college newspaper, it-should contain a greater wealth of information
than it does. I think the calendar relating the upcoming events is a step
in the right direction. This is something the student can hold on to that
is readily accessible anytime he or she desires to find out what is going
on. But I noticed in the February 15th issue the calendar is absent. If
the calendar is consistently put in the Diamond, it would be much more
appreciated.
I also suggest the Diamond should be published at least once a week.
By putting some information into the paper and distributing it once
a week, the Diamond could really become a useful paper. .
When I emerge from a morning class, the first thing I notice is the
massive mob around the bulletin board. Dordt says you are re-
sponsible for everything on the bulletin board, but I think there are
some things that really don't belong there. There is a thank-you
letter from the Sioux Land Blood Bank, a posting as to the bus and van
routes to church. a calendar with some new additions to it, etc. These
items would be mucb better off in the Diamond.
Another thing that annoys me concerns tile bUlletin board across from
the Dean's office. There are a lot of good items pertalning to rides and
riders wanted, items for sale or rent, help wanted, and lost and found
items. Itwould be much more convienient if the Diamond had a ''want
ads" section in it. Again the factor of accessibility enters In. A student
can keep this in his or her room, study it, and show it to friends.
Another thing I think is missing is the opening and closing times of the
various offices and businesses on campus. For example, a fewweeks ago
I noticed a sign on the door of the SUBsnack bar posting a change in hours.
It is so easy to forget the new hours and one tends to get irritated gning
to me SUBonly to find that it is closed.
I think the Diamond should contain more information about the activities
in Sioux Center. After all, this college is situated in Sioux Center. Since
many students do not subscribe to the Sioux Center newspaper, the Diamond
ought to have information concerning the sales, meetings, and social ev-
ents that happen in Sioux Center. A section concerning the churches,
and the times of their services would also be appreciated.
Students often get bored, so why not put a puzzle section ip. the Diamond?
Something like a crossword puzzle or a jumbled words section always tends
to brighten up a paper.
The Reply,
These are apathetic times, so I am glad that you, the writer of the letter,
took some time to tell the Diamond staff what you think of the paper. Usually
I hear criticism of me paper by word of mouth--the old grapevine--so it's
great to see a letter--olt also provides us with more copy. But, your criticism
is not unique--in fact, I've heard it before and I know I'll hear it again--so
I hope you don't mind if I use your letter as an example of the criticism I
hear by mouth.
To put an end to you: misunderstanding: The calendar in the paper is a
convenience for students - -not a must if we have articles that need to be print-
ed. The bUlletin board is your day to day calendar. Who, if anyone, keeps
me Diamqnd within reach for two weeks to check the calendar?
Second, the Diamond was published once a week first semester in '77 - '78.
The paper was not good;it was .too regular-students took it for granted. They
didn't even notice when a new issue "hit the stands." The paper came out
too frequently for students to have enough time to handle feature or in-depth
articles. The result was a four page bulletin board. Students preferred to
read the one by the Dean of Student's office. Itwas shorter and not as boring.
We returned to a bi-weekly issue after the semester. The experiment had
proven unsuccessful. The Diamond became a quality paper instead of a
quantity Paper. . .
Want ads, lost and found items, thank-you notes, and other trivia are fine
in, a newspaper. We welcome them but never receive memo I wonldn't want
stacks of them, however. Reading the Classified Ads is dull and becomes sec-
ondary when there are so many more issues demanding our attention.
We'll leave the comings and gnings of Sioux Center to the Sioux Center News.
We don't want to encroach on their territory. Besides, if you want to liiiow...
buy one of their newspapers.
I don't want to belittle your suggestions for improving the newspaper. I
gness I want you to know what the Diamond is, what it is not, and exactly how
many hours are put in by students (who have as little time to spare as you do).
1bis Diamond was one of the most difficult papers to complete this year be-
cause of Spring-fever. increased workloads, me old apathy hang-up, and dis-
couragement from all the anti -Diamond words that are flung around. We need
your help and encouragement, your appreciation for what is and hopes for
what can be. We need you on the staff. We need an editor for next year. We
need ... and you want. Let's get together.
the diamond april 12. 19
Sincerely,
James Deters
Letter to the edRor...
preparation in facing a more hos-
tile world; but also in the devel-
opment of self-respect and cpu-
fide nee in personal competence
to live outside the home.
I will not yet dive into specifics
of how far this freedom Lhould
extend, other than to say curfew
would be a good start. The pur-
pose of this article, however. is
not to delve into the curfew issue,
but to open a bigger issue to more
discussion before specific appli-
cation is made.
If Dordt should come to place more
of an emphasis on personal de -
cis'ional freedom rather than on
the rules most home situations
have. it would place a much great-
er responsibility on each and every
student to be a good influence among
others and to maintain the Christ-
ian environment of Dordt. We have
a tremendous student body as a
whole, with a real awareness of
God's importance in their lives,
whom I believe would be more
than equal to the task. It would
be a real step forward, one worth
progressing towards here at
Dordt.
Dear Editor,
Over the sun and fun of spring
break (at least for a lucky few).
the last Inklings article has prob-
ably been forgotten and/or ignored.
It was a good article raising an
issue which I feel is very import-
ant and relevant to all of us here
at Dordt--that of Christian free
dom vs. the absentee parent pol-
icy of Dordt.
1 have always felt that an im-
portant and integral part of the
college experience is learning to
make responsible decisions by
oneself. The presence of a Christ-
ian atmosphere is of utmost im-
portance also in the early years
of adjusting to handling respons-
ibility alone. However, many per-
sonal decisions should be left up
to theIndtvidual., not made for him
as they often are here at Dordt.
Naturally, occasional mistakes
and abuses will occur in this at-
mosphere of freedom in some
cases. However. the lessons
learned will eventually lead to a
more solid and confident individ-
ual able to make responsible de-
cisfons of his own accord. This
is important not only for future
Y'K/IIOW. I NEVE.R DID
mEET THE R.A.! I'LL GO
SEE HIm NOW.' .---.-dlO
'T-7,-,--...---r-' (l)OT NOW!
HE'S ASLEEP!
HE lJON'T mIND 6EHII\J'
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.A:s life is not just locking doors
oses are red. Violets are
• Sugar is sweet, but the life
an RAis not just locking doors,
·ng students down, planning
Idydevotions and handing out
fines.
ny of the RA' s agreed that
hours are difficult to en-
e because there is no clear-
line as to when the noise
lis too high. Also, it isn't
ys easy to discipline students
often it is harder to take all
arguments and flak that comes
giving a fellow student a
•
just have a really hard time
people that they're wrong, "
Marcia Koning an RA in
Hall.
course there is always the
lem of making other people's
lerns your own, as Pam
• an RA in East Hall, ex-
ed, She claims that she is
classic worrier" who often
to take care of other peo-
's problems, and "it just
n't work. "
y Voonhaas, who became an
second semester in West Hall,
ented, "The hardest part
ng an RA Is to see an at-
displayed by one of your
, that Is completely antithe-
to what Christ would like
; and then to know that
you can say or do will
that attitude. "
ever. though there are'
cult times in the life of e-
RA, there are the benefits
well. Many of the RA's agreed
theyhave met and come to
some Invaluable friends that
maynever have met other-
• and also they have gained
e useful lifetime experiences.
n said that she's gained a
.of patience when dealing with
manydifferent kinds of peo-
o "I've learned to listen--
" she explained, "and 1
ed to be able to watch peo-
andto tell when there's some-
wrongwith them and to
whenthey want to talk. "
SChtotenhoer, another RA
Hall, commented, "I
I've gained patience in work-
with people with all kinds of
onalities because there are
people it's hard for me to
to, but I had to learn to be
t because 1 had to talk to
, That's the biggest thing--
nee. "
RA in North Hall. Jim De
learned something quite
nt, "I've seen a whole
nt side of being in an
ity posldon in that I learned
to look down on people In au-
ty. I see the kinds of has-
sles they have to go through, "
he explained, "and that they are
not getting down on you, but that
they are in authority over some-
one."
Not only do the RA's have to han-
dle fines, lock doors and enforce
quiet hours, but many of them
become the victims of the harm-
less pranks pulled by the members
of their own wing.
During the first week of school,
Len Fakkerna, an RA in North
Hall, said he was sitting in one of
his guy's rooms eating popcorn
when a group of guys came into
the room and sat down next to him.
All of a SUdden, Fakkema was
.grabbed, dragged out into the hall,
wrapped in a sheet and put into a
tub of cold water.
Laurie Van Schepen, an RA in
East Hall, told of another sit-
uation where she WaS a victim.
"During the first week of school,
1returned to my room and noticed
a note on my memo board saying,
, Laurie, we really think green
is your color, ", she explained.
"When 1went in my room, there
was a green lawn-boy mower in
the middle of the floor. "
Also, DIanne Van Gorp, an RA
in East Hall, had her robe swiped
bv some of the girls on her wing
whlle she was taking a shower.
But luckily, she said, they didn't
take her towel.
All in all, there are both advan-
tages and disadvantages to the job.
Many agree that the advantages in-
clude growing more both person-
ally and spiritually and getting
to know people on campus. esp-
ecially the freshman class. The
RA feel s needed on the wing by
the variety of students there, and
as Dianne Vander Hoek, an RA
in East Hall. put it-- "the money
comes in handy. "
"I loved getting to know the men
on my wing the way I did, " added
Paul Slager, an RA in North'HaIl.
"I loved sharing the good and bad
times, seeing them (the guys)
grow and come to accept probiems
and hassles and the amount of time
I could spend with them. "
After noting the disadvantages
of the job, Veenbaas added,
"Beyond that, I see mostly ad-
vantages, for not only are you going
to grow in your personal and
spiritual life; you also get the in-
valuable experience gained from
working with others and seetng'
your failures. and successes right
now. Believe me, failures are'
something to get used to. "
However, the RA' s job is not
just a lot of fun nmea, 'lbe RA's
in all the dorms work hard at
what they do; they must take the
bitter points with the sweet ones.
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by Deb Butler
There are times when many of
the RA' s would Ilke to drop all
their responsibilities, so they
could just be themselves. Some-
times the image of the RA be-
comes a hindrance rather than a
help in making friends with the
students.
"Sometimes girls won't tell you
things or talk to you like a friend
because you are the RA, " explained
Koning. "In a way, it's like they're
scared of me. II
De Lange has had much of the
same type of experience. He feels
a disadvantage of the job is that it
prevents you from being yourself,
"Sometimes I want to do crazy
things, " he said, "but behind me
1know I'm an RA and have an
ilnage I ha ve to stick with. It's
good In a way and bad in a way. "
Besides the image problem,
other disadvantages include not
having enough time to particlpate
in other activities, being pres-
sured by the students and sitting
at desk duty when the RA would
rather be engaged in other social
activities.
Slager added that for him the
disadvantages are "a lack of pri-
vacy, not having my own room all
the time and enforcing rules that
[ don't agree with. "
Cindy Stelpsrra, an RA in East
Hall, explained, "The disadvan-
tages are, I think, the dorm room,
If you can get by that. that's good,
but it's one of the reasons I'm
leaving (to live off-campus). A
,lot of times, there' s so many peo-
ple around that you just want to
get away. "
So after almost a whole year of
RA work what would these exper-
ienced RA's advise the new RA's
coming into the dorm?
"Hang in therel" commented
Vander Hoek. "I suppose not to
worry about things until they
happen or if they happen, I'd ad-
vise them not to get too wound up
about other people's problems,
but to try to help them (the stu-
dents). "
"Treat everyone falriy, " advised
Renae Jasper, an RA in West Hall.
"Don't try to be everyone's buddy.
.Dou'r be afraid to meet new sit-
uations and problems. These
were things I have trouble with
myself. "
Curt Voss, an RA In North Hali,
like many of the other present
RA's said he would advise the new
RA's to pray about their job and
trust the Lord to be their Guide.
VeeDbaas agreed. "Above ali, "
he commented, "keep a clear eye
on your personal.commitment to
Christ for without this, your
counseling cannot be clear. Next,
do not begin hedging on rules. --
remain consistent at all times.
Lastly. keep reminding your self
aot to throw out your sense of
humor ."
Most of the RA's will be returnlng
to Dordt next fall to live off-campus
with the exception of Jasper who
will be graduating; Koning will be
_attending RBC (Reformed Bible
Coliege) In Grand Rapids, and
De Lange will be returning as an
RA In North Hall again. Also,
Debbie Butler, an RA in West
Hall, will return to take up the
same position again in the fall.
"It WaS a good experience, but
one year is enough, " said Voss.
"More responsibtltty should be
placed on the student. After all,
Iby now they should be adults or
at least act like it. If a person
can't handle ,being responsible
and respect others, then they
photo by Corwin Slagb!r
have no place here at Dordt. "
Koning, who felt differently about
her job as RA, explained, "I
wouldn't give up this year for any-
th ing. It's helped me to grow a
lot--I really needed it. Even If '"
it didn't help any of me girls on
my wing, it' helped me; it's been
such a blessing. "
Somaybe' the job of RA is not
all roses or all sweet, but the
bitterness that comes with the
job of RA is outweighed by the
experlence gained and the friend-
ships made.
Newsbriefs
A pre-marriage workshop will
be held at Dordt on April 12 and
19. Bethesda Midwest counseling
agency will present a combination
of materials, exercises for the
couple. and group discussions in
Cl60 from 7:00 to 10;00 p.rn,
each evening.




The second session will deal with:
Finances '
Intimacy and Sexual Relations
WANTED A married couple to
Iive in East Hall. The husband
may be a full time student but
the wife must be avaiiable to the
students at all times. The wife
will be a member of the Student
Personnei Staff. Housing will be
free plus remuneration. Apply in
person at the Housing Directors
office. (LenV.N.) /'
All of us from Casavant Freres
want to express our appreciation
for the warm reception and inter-
est we have been shown by Dordt
College and Sioux Center. As the
organ project now....goes into one
of its most critical stages in
tonal finishing, we reluctantly
feel that we must ask that all re-
frain from visiting the chapel dur-
ing work hours (8 a. m. - 6 p, m )
in order that we might have a
quiet working environment. Once
the organ is finished we shall be
pleased to celebrate its comple-
tion with you.
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""tritics wallow in acadelllic verbosity or poetic lIIush
An interview with Mark Okkema
Just over a month ago. February 27 - March 1, former Dordt student
Mark Okkema visited the campus.
Presently Okkema is finishing the Masters of Philosophy (M. Phil.) in
aestlE tics at the Institute for Christian studies (ICS) in Toronto, Ontario.
Last year when Okkema came to Dordt, the recurring question regarded the
Institutes' lack of accreditation. When interviewed. it was this problem
which Okkema first addressed:
Question Zinkand. What options do you have with regard to accreditation?
Answer Okkema. At this point, as compared to last year, things are
looking up. Thomas Mclntire, one of our senior Members, has been vi-
siting with deans of various graduate schools around Toronto. They have'
received him with openness and have been very considerate, understand-
ing our problems and committing themselves to helping us out in what
ways they can. Our new principal, Dr. Bernard Zylstra, has also con-
tinued to have contacts with various institutions in Toronto, and 1 think
that his position will be important in the future if we wish to become an
accredited institution. ' ,
It is still the case, as with last year. that the only way to become an
officially recognized institution is to be affiliated with some institution
that has already been chartered by the Ontario government. and so we
are continuing our efforts. through the workof Thomas and Bernie to-
ward such affiliation.
Dr. Lawrence Lynch. a Curator of the Institute and the Principal of St.
Michael' College. will also prove; 1 think. to be important for us in the
years to come. He is committed to the Institute, is excited by our work,
and is willing to help us out.
Q. Last year you expressed doubts about the possibility of increasing the
number of students, yet it seems that you received more students than
originally anticipated. How many students are there th is year, and how
many students do you expect next year?
A. 1 believe there are about 35-40 students at the Institute this year.
.Many students are coming from the East Coast. especially by way of
Peter Steen. We have also had 2 students from Calvin College last year.
I really can't give a fair estimate of how many students we will receive
next year. We are not going to lose students, though. I mean that we
will most likely keep this many students at least. It is difficult to pre-
dict the number of students though, because so many of our applications
arrive at such a late hour.
~ Why have there been few students from Calvin. Dordt and Trinity •
and why are you especially interested in having such students?
A. Indeed, there have been few students from Dor dt, Calvin and Trinity.
Think that accreditation is an obvious factor. If we were accredited
we would surely attract many more students who are, indeed. in basic
sympathy with our intellectual position, but who also wish to acquire a job
in the shortest time possible.
We really need students from the Reformed tradition. I believe that it
will be the Reformed students who are going to make 'or break the ICS. 1
think that the Reformed students, blessed with a very important and aca-
demically viable heritage. are the students who have a consciousness and
a life-style that could bring alive a Reformed scholarship that could be
effective in American and Canadian scholarship. If we can not attract such -
students at the ICS we will have missed our calling in a very important
way_
The Institute was really set up for such people as these. by their grand-
parents and parents. These students, already engaged in Reformed think-
ing have a greater potential to spur the Senior Members on to difficult
situations and problematic affairs. These Reformed students,' already
immersed in the Reformed tradition can perceive the difficulties in their
tradition and strengths as well. These students have a first hand know-
ledge of what they must exploit. what they must correct. and what they
must eliminate. I think that if we don't attract these Reformed students.
the scholarship at the lCS will be hampered. Itwill proceed, but not at
the pace that is necessary for maintaining a respectable vitality.
The Reformed student of a different generation than the Senior Members
must be there if we wish to make some sort of impact. or even simply
survive in the intellectual world. Sustained academic action is what we
need, and for that, we need the Reformed student.
1 do not wish to berate or downgrade the evangelical student. We need
these students and' I will do anything to keep them at phases that we do not
naturally have but which we need. I think that the evangelical students
are just as competent as the Reformed students.
The natural problem is that their more recent introduction to Reformed
thinking does not allow them to appreciate the underlying difficulties of
the tradition, since an evangelical. rightly enamoured by the healing that
Reformed thinking can and does bring Into his life, is not as likely to
pursue some of the more problematic and unexplored a spects of Reformed
thinking as the student from Dordt, Calvin or Trinity .
Q. What are your hopes for attracting students from Dordt, -Calvin, and
"'lTinity?
A. I am hesitant about committing myself to any answer. Obviously, I
nave a desire to see such students, and I do think tharwe will attract a
few. but I must admit that it will only be a few. There should be more.
'Q. You're an aesthetic student at ICS. How would you evaluate the role
Of art and the artist in the Christian tradition, as it is and as it should be.
A. Currently, I'm afraid that the artist has a very low and misunderstood
prace in theminds of most Protestant Christians. He/She is a person that
most people have difficulty in appreciating. It is especially true !"at the
Calvinist tradition has not been able to understand that the artist 1S not an
academic--that is his first mistake. Secondly. he engages in a playful
imaginative kind of exercise that is difficult to understand when we've
valued work, work. work. The artist ts, by the very nature of his work.
not as immediately engaged with the world of politics. economics, busi-
ness, or even church related events. He is a person who has his own u-
nique ways of shaping our consciousness and he, in many ways, be~ause
of his craft. has come to dictate how he will relate to other people m the
Christian community. His products are products meant to exist in a
semi-detached state, in a place. a space where we can go for imaginative
and creative rejuvenation and a new appreciation of matters of life. These
features about himself and his work are difficult for many people to under-
stand.
Of course, there are other factors, too. For instance, an integral art-
ist, who wishes to derive an expertise that can be appreciated by his con-
temporaries,- is for ced to employ an artistic language that is much more
difficult than most people care to understand or even try to understand.
The returns aren't immediate, and therefore they ignore the art-work.
Therefore they condemn the artist once again as a frivolous bohemian.
Let me introduce another complication. The Protestant Christian is
Ifkelyto conclude that Christian art is art that represents Biblic"! scenes,
or that has some sort of immediate relation with our devotionalilfe.
Any art that does not appear to the viewer or reader as obviously part
of the Christian's spirituality is considered as superfluous. unless the
scenes represented are of a non-controversial sort such as matter of
Nature. Many Christians cannot appreciate the fact that God can talk to
us through the artist as he/she writes. paints. dances, acts out matters
that are parts of our everyday lives.
Q. You seem to imply that the artist has some right to retreat from the
world, or at least remain one step removed from the world, for you said.
that his work exists in some kind of semi-detached state. and that it is
the nature of his work to not be immediately engaged with the world of
politics.
A. I'm glad you asked -thatquestton, and it deserves an answer.
----rIle artist, as artist, is concerned with a product that is meant to have
primarily an aesthetic effect. The artist crafts his work so that the
final product is not first of all oratory, persuasion, or propaganda. He
is there to create a product that does communicate, that does involve
committments and beliefs about all kinds of matter, since the artist does
deal with all kinds of matters. but the artist does not. I think set out to
produce tendentious works of art. SOI am not denying that the artist
is engaged with matters of economics, politics, etc. But, as an artist,
that person seeks first of all' to produce an object that lives up to what an
art-object is. not to what a political tract is. etc. 1 would say that the
artist's morality. his politics, and persuasions of other kinds, will all
have their effect in his work. I would even dare say that the artist will
be able to achieve a better aesthetic effectby means of his art-work if
he is convicted of the right things. I am only saying that In order to
appreciate art, you must evaluate it first of all as art that produces an
aesthetic effect.
In the case of literature for example, I think that there too the aesthetic
function of the art-work is dominant; at the same time, the communicative
function of literature also is very important and must be taken into ac-
count by the artist. He is a fool if he doesn't. But it is important for the
artist and the reader to recognize that the aesthetic function is dominant
nevertheless, if we are to evaluate the art-work properly.
And so to do that, I believe that we must first of all appreciate art as it
appeals to our imaginative selves ra ther than to our political. economical'
or logical selves. even though our imaginative capacity is related to
other interests like morality. politics, etc.
Q. How do you "relate" to art when you are not a practicing artist but an
aesthetician?
A. You've asked me a question that is very close to home. I've struggled
With this question myself, and I have some difficulty in res-olving this
problem.
The question is important, for I must admit that many critics and aesth
-
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tics do exercise their tasks in a vacuum that separates them from art.
The aesthetician must be in constant contact with art and he must have a
good head for current trends in art. I'm setting myself at odds here with
much current philosophical aesthetics that seems to think that you can
talk about art without such interaction with the art world. For many
aestheticians, analysis seems to replace all need for empirical aware-
ness. This is a problem that faces epistemology as well as aesthetics •
• So, It is true that much aesthetics is out of touch with art.
The iinportant question, though, is whether or not this needs to be the
case, and I think not, even if the aesthetician is not a good artist. I would
strongly advise any budding aesthetician to take up the pen and do some
exercises in writing, or to try dancing, or painting or acting, even though
he will not necessarily devote too much time to such activity. Such an
aesthetician should also read interviews as much as possible, and try to
get to know artists personally and try to understand how they work. For
these are necessary if we are going to really understand art and be able
to ask some of the intriguing questions thst continually nag us. The
aesthetlcian is there to help all of us understand art better, and I be-
lieve that with these concerns in mind and with this kind of a relation to
arts and the artists, the aesthetician will be able to carry out his own
logical academic kind of activity that is different from the artists. There-
fore, I do not see that the aesthetician's task is incompatible with the
artist's even though the tasks are so different. The one' can help explain
the other, but only when they both keep in touch with each other even as
they separately strengthen and further their different tasks and methods.
It is another question of whether or not one person can adequately do
art and aesthetics. I think not.
A look at Deborah Baan ,.,.
All day long he sits at his desk,
attends meetings, records an
Observations program for KDCR
and talks with faculty members
or students. After all, he is the
president of Dordt Ccllege-r-Rev,
B. J. Haan, But while he is busy
with the work of a Christian col-
lege, What is Mrs. B. J. Haan
Deborah Harkema Haan--doing,
and how does she feel being the
wife of the president of Dordt
College?
Rev. and Mrs. B. J. Haan moved
to the area nearly 35 years ago.
The first 18 years Was spent liv-
ing in the parsonage of the First
Christian Reformed Chur ch where
Rev. Haan preached. Then for
the next 17 years .they lived and
are presently living in the house
located on campus just ten steps
north of West Hall. '
Rev. Haan took the job as full-
time president of Dordt two years
after the college was in Operation.
There Was no working president
before then.
"We were rather pleased, " Mrs.
Haan explained in reference to
when Rev. Haan accepted the po-
sition as president. "My husband
was very much involved in the
whole college movement--it was
just a matter of course. And it
Was just because he WaSso in-
timately involved with the college
that he was chosen for the presi-
dency.
"However, we ran into some
problems because he did not want
to lose his ministerial status.
It was a synodical decision. If
he had lost his ministerial status
I don't think he would have stayed
in the presidency, but Synod okayed
it. He (Rev. Haan) didn't leave
the ministry until he found out
that he would retain his ministerial
status. Not that it's all that im-
portant, but he felt called to the
ministry. "
Mrs. Haan said thst she gives
her hushsnd the help any wife
would give her husband. "NQt that
I hear every problem that goes on
in the college-vj don't want to. I'm
kind of a sounding board for him.
I always listened to his sermons
before he gave any of them, ~ she
explained.
Since Rev. Haan took the job as
president of Dordt College, she
has now become the sounding
board for the changes that occur
in the academic area of t he col-
lege. And she is still a help to
him.
"For instance, " she explained,
"when we've gone through times
of stress and strain because of
the college, I try to help him, I
don't try to go counter to his views.
I've learned not to take criticism
personally too. I suppose it's hu-
man nature or maybe it's more
concern rather thsn trying to know
everybody's business. Perhaps
it's small town activity; I don't
• get too upset by that. I figure
• thst it will run its course. Un-
• less, of course, it's untrue - - then
: I will get upset. I guess we've
• learned to live our own life and
• enjoy it. "
: Though she is not as involved
• in the college as Rev. Haan, Mrs.
: Haan is involved in just as many
• activities as her husband. At
: 11 :00 a.m. every morning she
• tapes a program for KDCR called
t' Susan Van Schouwen • "From the Family Room", a talk: show geared for women, which
• • includes meditation, recipes.[Sunrise Estates Lot 18 722-0235 • women's news, household hints
: : and anything else in which women
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more than just the woman
behind the president
by Deb Butler
are interested. She al so said
that she does not get paid for the
work; the program which she has
taped every year for the 10
years the station has been in o-
peration is merely a hobby.
She also leads a Bible study'
group called the Golden Hour
which she started as a pastor's
wife. She does volunteer work
for Mothers On the Aisle in the
Youth Theatre Program assist-
ing'John Hofland, a Language
Arts teacher at the Christian
School.
"He usually puts me on painting
crew, " Mrs. Haan explained,
"but once in a while I help direct. "
The seventh and eighth graders
in the community who belong to
the Youth Theatre Program per-
formed a series of fairytales
entitled "Grimm and More" this
past Friday and Saturday nights.
In addition. Mrs. Haan is a
member of the Christian School
Guild, a fund-making organiza-
tion for the Christian School.
She's also a member of the Hos-
pital Auxilliary and a member
of the Dordt Women's Club which
entertains new female faculty
members that come into the col-
lege.
"I like to do a lot of entertain-
ing, " Mrs. Haan said, ''When
the college was younger we used
to have the whole faculty in,- but
now we entertain two or three
couples at a time. "
Mr-s. Haan tries to get involved
in as much of the college life as
she can. "I try to attend as many
activities in the college as pea- .
siple. My husband tries to go to
as many athletic activities as
possible, but I don't do that be-
cause it makes me too tense, "
she said. "I listen on the radio,
.and if it gets too exctttng then I
turn it off. All my sons played
basketball, so I guess l-get too
involved if we lose. "
Rev. and Mrs. Haan
have six children and 12 grand-
children. She said that their
oldest daughter is a teacher at
the Christian School and that the
youngest daughter will be getting
married soon which will make
five out of the six children who
are married.
"Family life has been very much
the center of our whole life and
He try not to let the work that my
'iusband does destroy the close-
ness in our family, " she com-
mented.
Because she stayed active in the
areas of the church, Mrs. Haan
thinks there is little difference
between being a pastor's wife
and a president's wife. "You
don't get involved in the personal
life of a congregation anymore
and that isn't there anymore, "
she said. "You don't have those
kind of stresses anymore, the
tragedies and the involved fam-
ilies. Not rha t I didn't enjoy
being a pastor I S wife - - I did j
Q. Att-critics have been notorious as enemies of the artists. What kind
OTroledoes the art-critic have? Can he really be of service to the art-
liltand the art-audience? Can the aesthetician help?
A.1 think that it is important for the aesthetician to affirm the possibility
or servicing the artist by means of criticism, although it really is the
case that most criticism does not do this. So much criticism, I would
dare say the larger half, is incompetent and beside the point. It is a
rare artist who will accept the possibility that the critic can be helpful.
Onesuch person is Robert Penn Warren, and another is John Updike,
bothof whom write and criticize. But there is another reason that we
shouldtake into account when we hear the artist saying that he ignores
thecritic. For many artists it is essential to their creative flow that
theyIgnore the critics lest they become rigid and lost with doubts about
themselves. When you are doing art-work it is very important to have
confidencein what you are doing, and for that reason it can be very help-
fUl for the artist to say that the critic has no power over what he is doing
Nevertheless I would reaffirm the possibilities of the critic acting as a
servant to both the artist and the reader. The critic can show the artist
a thingor two if he knows what art is really about. Most critics don't
and they cover up the fact with long tangents about irrelevant matters, or
theywallow in either academic verbosity or poetic mush that is supposed
todazzle the reader and freeze the reader's critical habit.
!l:Whatcan the Christian community do to support Christian artists?
A. First of all, the uneducated Christians must accept the fact that they
axeuneducated and then go out and get such an education. This needs to
be donethrough college such as Dordt, Calvin, Trinity, Gordon, etc. But
Institutionaleducation isn't enough. Christians must make a conscious
effortto improve their tastes. Take down the Kr-marr painting in the
llvingroom, and replace it with something more responsible. Throw out
the slick romances and westerns and pick up a novel where the end isn't
sopredictable and satisfying, but where characters get deeply and emo-
tiOllallyhurt and are moved by life in unpredictable ways. This effort
wUltake much resolve and discipline, but it will have its rewards in the
end.
Then, go out and search for that Christian artist, and give hinn/her
your moral support first of all. Try to understand that artist's situation;
youneedn't agree, but give an ear. Then, having come to know that
artist, if you trust his tastes, support him economically. Purchase his!
herworks, or better yet, commission him/her to do a specific piece
aboutsome theme or other.
There is mare that you could do yet. You must also learn to cultivate
your aesthetic tastes outside the domain of art. Take a course in in-
terior decorating; the housewife who sews could take a course in con-
temporary fashion-design. Play around with your dinner table. Exper-
Imentwith jewelry, plants, your wardrobe. There are limitless things
dlatyou could do, and I'm sure.that your life Can be much more pleasur-
ableif your common, daily habits like cooking and sewing and playing
withkids are also filled with aesthetic sensitivity.
fH~·;;;d·S;;;·ii;;;~;;·~h~·;·················
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Carter may legally lift controls
on gas without congressional ap-
proval by June 1. Decontrol would
boost prices and provide incentive
to use energy more efficiently ac-
cording to Carter.
People will have no choice but to
use gas more efficiently if it goes
up to $1. 00 a gallon.
There are substitutes for fuel.
One suggestion is to "grow your
own fuel. " Using living things and
the waste of living things to pro-
duce "biomass. It The refining
process is often very expensive,
but it is a replacement for oil.
Gasohol is another substitute.
It is 10%alcohol from fermented
grain and 90% re gular gas oline.
It is being sold in Indiana, Illinois,
and Iowa. Customers report a 5%
fuel saving. Some even report
that their cars run better on gas-
obol than on regular gasoline.
Anne Maatman. who works in
the Sioux Center Travel Agency,
says, "fuel problems with air
flight isn't that bad. The increase
in prices is more than usual-the
airlines are asking for a 5% in-
crease in April plus another 2%
increase in May, because of fuel. It
Ms. Maatman said the normal
increase is between 1%and 4%
for the whole year.
Ms. Maatman said, "We have
had flights cancelled because the
airlines said they had no fuel with
which to fly the plai.es. These
flights are not heavy. AIs0, they
are usually Saturday flights--Sat-
urday is our slowest day. Every
day we have at least 5 flights out
to Chicago, except on Saturdays
we have only 2 flights. " .
When asked if she thought an
increase in gas prices would af-
fect people flying Maatrnan
answered, "Either gas will be so
high it will be unaffordable to
drive or fly or people will fly be-
cause driving is too expensive.
Many people, especially families,
are phoning in and comparing
prices on flying and driving. Fam-
ilies have to consider the time
spent in the car travelling, the
expensive food stops and over-
night lodging. Flying is much
faster and more convenient. "
For students, the rise in costs
for rides home is inevitable. Be-
fore drivers could charge so much
and expect a small profit. Now,
charging the same as 2 or 3 years
ago leaves nothing left over for
spare parts or car depreciation.
It seems as if the rising oil
prices are fixed. We hear from
one end that oil prices aren't
rising, but the oil companies are
cashing in on their monopoly. Or
we read in the newspapers that
the Arabs or Iranians are putting
up their prices - -who can we be-
lieve?
Carter is asking Congress to
impose a "windfall profits" tax.
This would catch 50% of the oil-
company profits. Revenues from
this tax would go to poor families
and for new energy sources.
Congressmen say this will be a
tough bill to pass. Carter rejoins
that "every vote against it will be
a vote for excessive oil company
profits and for reliance on the
whims of the foreign oil cartel. "
"Inklings"
by Phil Weaver
The past month or so has been a time of re-evaluating one of my basic
premises about Dordt College. rd always figured that this school really
was in the fields, surrounded by tall stalks of corn which the consti-
tuency sold in order to make Dordt a viable enterprise. This picture is
somewhat justified, but I've been guilty of emphasizing the "surrounded
by corn" bit and Ignoring the role of the people who actually make up the
community in which Dordt is located.
The constituency who support the work here through their financial
gifts as well as by their prayers, make up the majority of people in
Sioux County. Their efforts, upheld and strengthened by God, have
caused their small teacher training center to grow Into the Institution it
is today. The past twenty-four years have not been trouble-free, yet the
Lard's hand has protected this work dedicated to seeing His will done on
earth as it is in.heaven. However, my view of Dordt as described above
has a built-in problem-r-a problem which could develop to the point where
it would effectively limit the wimess of Dordt College.
My mistake in the thumb-nail sketch of the people who live in close
proximity to Dordt Iles in my assuming that everyone would welcome us
wIth open arms. The events of this past semester have proven that not
to be the case. In fact, there exists a small minortty who are definitely
opposed to Dordt's existence and are taking matters into their own hands.
But, what could possibly cause local residents to resent the existence of
a place like this?
Try to picture far a moment how you would react if you were to be put
in a situation Ilke that of the [nhabttants of Sioux Center. imagIne that
every fall your home town increased in size by one-thtrd to one-half, and
all of them were of the same age and bad, as far as you could see, the
same interests. Itwould probably seem that everywhere you looked you
would see one. No longer would you feel like it was your town; Instead
they had taken it over .
Such a reaction is to be expected, and it is not surprising that there has
arisen a minority who are strongly opposed to the annual invasion of
Dordt Warts. In fact, it is only through the grace of God that this group
is not larger than it is. However, 1 believe that the problem is more than
just an issue of our arriving every fall and leaving every spring. Rather
it is a question of what we do when we are here.
Most of us, including me, see ourselves as people who are bere to get
a God-centered education. We come to Dordt seeking that which will
enable us to be more effective Kingdom workers. Generally, we thInk of
that search being fulfilled by our attendance at class lectures, in diligently
pursuing our studies, and through our growing in fellowship with others.
However, if that is all we see as being necessary for our becoming better
Kingdom workers, a rude shock awaits us upon graduation. We will come
to realize that our responsibilities as Christ's followers means more than
• shopping in the same stores as non-Christians or drinking in the same
bar as they do. Unfortunately this is the only contact I have had with the
people of Sioux Center other than those of the CRC community.
What I foresee as a potentially deliberating problem is that if we as a
body of students continue to appear as a group concerned only with our
world, how long will people continue to let us use their resources for
our own ends. As far as I was concerned upon arrlvIng here. I didn't
even consider for a moment the effects Dordt College has on the com-
munity of Sioux Center. It never occured to me that I was using streets,
sidewalks, buUdings, etc. that 1 in no way aided. I hadn't given any
money or even moral support to this town, yet I was mare than willing to
accept these things as my rights during my' stay at Dordt. It is Ilttle
wonder that such an attitude, shared by many others over many years,
has produced a group of people who are sick and tired of seeing their
town effectively raped by twelve hundred students every fall.
These people view us like we would see an oil company that will destroy
the environment just as long as the pipeline gets built. Our community
appears to them to be quick to point out that such an approach to that
particular problem is wrong, yet we fail to judge ourselves as rigorously.
The unfortunate part of this split between some local residents and us
students, is that their charge agaInst us is justified. For the most part
we have failed to show any interest in the community ar in our effect
upon it. Instead we go about our own business and only have deaIlng~
with the "world" when it is necessary. Regrettably this state of affatr s
has led to a growing number of people who have rejected our words be-
cause of our actions. If we fail to show the people around us that we.
as Christ's representatives, are concerned with our effects on their
lives and on their community, this minority may become larger.
The time has come when we should rejoice in the triumphs of the peo-
ple of Sioux Center and help them solve their problems instead of crea-
ting them. Let us gladly proclaim the message of salvation in its
fullest sense to the people here. Not only will this be our obedient re-
sponse as Kingdom workers, but it wlll help to prepare us for future en-
deavours in the society.in which we live. In all ways we need1:o·show ~
that our faith is not without works, but brings good news even to a po-
tentially damaging town-gown split.
Spirit workings
by Nan Beeler
In the year or so since I've be-
come a Christian. I've eagerly
pursued many areas of spiritual
growth. But strangely, t over-
looked one of the most important
areas of all: wimessing. Before
this Spring Vacation I had shared
my faith with practically no one
outside of my family. In fact,
I felt convicted because I always
claimed the proud title "evan-
gellcal" but was I an evangelical?
An evangelicarTs not someone
who merely theoretically believes
that everyone should know the
Lord, but someone who is excited
about Jesus ChrIst, a sold-out
follower who wants to share Him
with anyone who will listen. I
wanted to be like that, so I de-
cided to learn how to witness.
My chance carne with startling
suddenness. I was home for
Spring Break and my mother told
me that an elderly friend of ours
was dying in the hospital, He
had been sick for three years
and now it seemed that the end
was near. His leg had just been
amputated because of gangrene.
And I knew that I should tell
him about Jesus. The thought of
him going to a Christless grave
was horrible. But the more I
thought about tt, the more ner-
vous 1got. "He'll tell me to
getlost" I thought. "He won't
want to listen." I felt sure of
it. But finally I decided
that His reaction was his re-
sponsibility. Mine was to tell
him.
But how should I tell him? I
went to our local Christian book-
store. I have never liked tracts
but I actually bought Billy Graham's
"Peace with God" booklet, which
outlines the steps to salvation.
When I got to the hospital, I
still dldnt know what to do. So
I simply read him the booklet.
As I looked at his fraU form,
wasted by disease, his eyes
dulled with hopelessness, my
beart yearned for him to accept
this message of eternal life.
"Well, what do you think?" I
asked. "Do you agree with this?"
He slowly nodded his head. "1
think you're right. "
Itwas the last thing I expected.
I was amazed. But it was evident
that he was sincere.
At tha t point a doctor came in
and our visit was ended but later
I went to the hospital again and
he told me that he accepted Jesus
as his Saviour. Glory to Godl
Hallelujahl
SOwe were born so blessed.
He got eternal life, and I--well,
I fell in love with wttnessmg .
The joys of sharing Christ with
someone can't be explained--they
have to be experienced. Sweet
Is the thrill when that person
accepts the Lord I
And so, brothers and sisters,
don't wait for the summer SWIM
team. Don't leave it up to the
professional missionaries to
witness. It certainly is our
Christian duty and it's an exciting
adventure not to be missed. How
to turn your timid spirit into a
bold one? By action, by doing it,
no matter hOw""""ilei'Vousyou feeL
Remember what Paul confessed
in his First letter to the Cor-
inthians - - "I came to you weak,
nervous, and shaking with fear. It
(I Cor. 2:3) Good witnessing is
a learned skill in that certain
techniques are very helpful, but
for results we must rely on the
'Holy Spirif, as Paul did. Let's
launch out in faith and become
champions of God! .
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Sport schedules for spring '79
Men's GolfTrack
Wednesday, April 18 Green Valley l:OOp.m.
Western Iowa Tech, Buena Vista, westmar , Briar Cliff
Leave Dordt Il:OO av m ,Wome~n!!.... _
April 14-21
Sat. Apr. 14 ~ @:l Waseca
Sat. ;pro 21-5. Center Inv.
Saturday, April 21 Sandy Hollow 9:00 a.m.
Northwestern. Buena Vista
At the course 8:30 a. m,
Wednesday, April 25, Ie Mars 1:00 p.m.
Wesbnar, Western Iowa Tech
Leave Dordt 12:00 noon
April 23-28
Tues. Apr. 24, @l USD-S
Fri , Sat. I Apr. 27,28 @l Drake
April 3D-May 10
Tues. , May I-Lokcta Coni. @ Dordt
Fri., Sat. May 4.S-H Wood I; State AIAW
April 28 Pella 10:00 a. m ,
12 team tournament
Saturday,
Monday. April 30 & Tuesday May 1
NAIA District 15 qualifying toumament
Eagle Ridge Golf Course, Galena
Saturday, May 5 Sandy Hollow 9:00 a.m.
Westmar, Briar Cliff
At the course 8:30 a. m ,






Sit. Apr. 14-Wanion Inv. S. Center April 14 Westm..,.
Tues. Apr. 17-Knight Rdays
Sat. Apr. 21-@:1Waseca April 17 Northwestern
Tues, Apt. 24 @:I USD-S April 19 Morningside
Fri., Sat., Apr. 27,28 @:I Drake
April 21 Yankton
Fri., Sat. May 4 ,S-Haward Wood
Thurs. May lO~Tri-State Coni. @:I Dordt April 24 Northwestern
April 27,28 NAIA District IS
~ Time
Sioux fity 3:00 pc m ,
Sioux Center 10:00 a.m.
Orange City 3:00 p;m.
Sioux Center 3:00 p i m ,
Sioux Center 10:00 ac m ,
Sioux Center 3:00 pc m .
Davenport
LeMars 3:00 p.m.May I Westmar
May 4,5 Tri-State ConferenceLe Mars
Phot~ by Corwin Slagter
Athletic Director: Marion Van Soelen
Tennis Coach: Tom Visker
School Phone: (712~ 722-3771
All Home matches will be held at the tennis courts in the oJEn
space park directly north of the Dordt College gymnasiwn.
Baseball
Tues. April 10 U.S.D. Springfield Avon, S.D. 1:30 2
*Sat. April 14 Yankton Sioux Center 12:30 2
Tues. April 17 Briar Cliff Sioux Center 4:00 2
*Sat. April 21 Northwestern Orange City 12,30 2
Tues. April 24 Sioux Falls Sioux Center 4:00 2
Wed. April 25 Worthington Sioux Center 4,00 2
*Sat. April 28 Weltmar Sioux Center 12:30 2
Mon. April 30 Dakota State Sioux Center 4:00 2
«Tues. May 1 Yankton Yankton, S.D. h30 2
*Sat. May 5 Northwestern Sioux Center 12:30 2
*Conference Games Photo by Corwin 51 agter
Baseball Coach - Syne Aliena
Athletic Phone - 712-722-3771 Ext. 322
Athletic Director .. Marion Van Soelen




April 23 Briar Cliff Away
April II Morningside Home 2S Northwestern Hqrnt"
18 Mount Ma.rty Away 27 Sioux Empire J\wa.y
19 Buena Vista Away
21 Invitational Tournament May 3,4,5 State Tournament AW~IY
Gnad vie. CoUeae .. Des Moines Ft·Dodee
Fri. April 20 Mount Marty Home 3:30
•
. ,
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On Tour with Conc:ert Choir
'Each year concert choir goes
on tour. This year their itiner-
aryincluded ccncerts in Manhat-
tan, Montana and Lynden, Wash-
ington as they traveled to the Pac-
ific Northwest.
Pointing out that the tours are a
"pr-lvelege" for the students. Mr ..
Grotenhuis says the real purpose
of the tOlUSare to provide human
contact with Dordt's constituency
and to provide a musical and
spiritual experience for the aud-
iences.
Each tour is planned far in ad-
Vance. The business manager J
currently Doug Peters, must
make the initial contacts the pre-
vious summer. Each concert
has a contact person who arranges
the time and place of the concert,
the students' housing needs, meals
and generally sees that every-
thing runs smoothly. The last
several years the contact per-
sons have increasingly been
Dordt alumni.
Because traveling in a bus with
47 students day in and day out can
get to be nerve wracktng and
doing concerts every day is phy-
sically and emotionally exhaust-
ing, the tour schedule provided
for an afternoon of shopping and
dinner at a nice restaurant. .
However, the concerts axe first
priority and these relaxations are
scheduled between concerts, not
instead of them.
Grotenhuis encourages the stu-
dents to get to know each other on
a personal level not easily at-
tained in the usual "sidewalk con-
versation" most students engage
in on campus.
Devotions are very importan t
on tour. Besides having devo-
tions each morning on the bus.
they also have them before and
after each concert.
Singing, praying, and making
new friendships are all part of
tour. Perhaps this is why Gro-
tenhuis says the students' exper-
iences aren't just musical, but
spiritual and personal too.
Chorale to sing
The Dordt College Chorale, under
the direction of Dale rjrotenhuis ,
will be performing on a weekend
tour this Easter weekend. The
tour begins Saturday, April 14
with a performance at the Dakota
Christian High School , in New
Holland, South Dakota.
Some members of the chorale
will be singing special .numbers
for the Easter morning services
of New Holland area churches.
The afternoon concert will be in
the Sioux Falls Christian Reformed
Church. The Peace Christian Re-
formed Church of Menno, S. D.
will be the site of the Sunday
evening performance.
The chorale's home concert will
be presented the next Sunday,
April 22,' at 2:00 p. m. in the
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5,
Academic life is different from
church life in that it doesn't in-
-v01ve the same kinds of problems,
but my husband is still a public
servant, and he still feels that
too-i-that he's a servant of the
people of God. "
g,e feels being the wife of a
president is both interesting and
rewarding, especially to live in
the public's eye. "As a pastor's
wife and as a pre sident' s wife
you're still under the same ten-
sions as to whether everything is
going alright and if it isn't what
wUl happen. But 1 don't want to
make it sound all bad. Maybe you
could call it an expectancy since
tension sounds like it has nega-
tive connotations.
"I think it's been a very reward-
ing life as a pastor's wife and as
a president's wife. You have so
many beautiful friendships and the
concern from people that care.
We try not to let the problems of
life destroy the joy because the
Lord gives you so much joy and
so much to be happy about. "
Dordt College chapel auditorium.
A freewill offering will be taken
at performances.
The musical repertoire for the
tour and home concerts includes
sacred vocal works of many styles.
They include "0 Sing Unto the
Lord" by Hassler, "I Will Re joice
in the Lord" by Homilius, "Every
Valley" by John Ness Beck, and
"Spirit of God" by John Carter.
The chorale will also sing a Pach-
elbel composition for double chor-
us.
Accompanying the choir will be
Mary -Arends and Duane Deyoung,
trumpets, Bill Dretse , Baritone,
and Jim DeYoung, trombone.
Rachel Koele and Karen Hoffman
are the piano accompanists.
Orc:hestra to perform
Players from area schools and
the community will be performing
with the orchestra on Saturday,
April 21 at 8 p. rn . in the Dordt
Chapel.
Christian Herald offers prizes
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Christian Herald magazine is
offering a total of $2000 in prizes
for the best short es.says written
by Christian undergraduate stud-
ents on the theme, "How Did You
Choose Your College?" A diverse
spectrum of winning essays will
be published in the October, 1979
college issue as a helpful compte-
ment to Christian Herald's annual
Directory of Christian Colleges.
Deadline for receipt of entries
is June IS, 1979.
Essays should preferably be
500 words or less. They will be
judged on their freshness and on
their potential helpfulness to
Christian young people in high
school who desire to follow God's
leading as they select their col- .
lege.
Winning entries will combine
d~b
Dordt College Bookstore
SIOU~ CENHofl. IOWA 51250
qualities of interest with useful-
ness. They will answer questions
such as: What happened when you
prayed about your choice? Who
influenced your decision? Why did
a certain college seem preferable
to others? How did high school
activities and studies influence
your choice? How did career goals
figure in?
The first prize winner will re-
ceive a cash award of $1000. Sec-
ond prize $500. Third prize $100
plus eight honorable mention
prizes of $50 each. Announcement
of the winners will be made in
September.
For full information, contact:
Editor, Student Essay Contest,
Christian Herald magazine, 40




OPEN MON n'"'' F .. ' 9 AM. 4 P.M
MON T.... ., THU"S .. 7 PM· 9 P.M
VOU" BOO~
'" STAno"e .. v HE.. OQu .... Te .. s
The 16- member string section
and 40-member full orchestra
will be joined by students .from
Unity Christian High School in
Orange city, Hull, Western
Christian High School, and SiOUX
Center Christian School,
The combined strings will play
two movements from "Concerto
Grosso for String Orchestra" by
Ralph Vaughn Williams. Dordt's
wind section will perform "Cele-
bration Dance" from BIlly the
Kid by Aaron Copland, "Ase 's
Death" from Peer Gynt Suite #1
by Edvard Grieg, "Short Over-
ture for Strings" by Jean Berger,
and "Overture 82" by Peter Tsch-
aikowsky, arranged by Lehmeir.
Pucci's Pizza
PUCCI's (pronounced Poo'chee),
Says :Our pizza is made es-
pecially for you with only the
finest ingredients and our
famous recipes. Please come
often. We have a great place











• Christian Worldview - special
one year graduate program
• Master of Philosophy (M.Phil.)-
a two year degree program with




We invite you to follow your
bachelor's degree with study at the
Institute for Christian Studies.
You can make use of the
academic resources of our
Reformed graduate school to
explore thoughtfully the spiritual
and intellectual achievements of our
tradition.
At the Institute you can reflect on
the present - in ways that heal and
advance our Reformed vision to
speak to current cultural issues,
whether they be found in academic
or public life. At the Institute you
will find a graduate school setting
in which as a Reformed student you
can explore your new ideas about
the present and the future.
vou'wnt find that the Institute is
especially eager to help you
prepare yourself to give leadership
that helps people recognize the
Lordship of Christ in society.
You have the choice of a two-year
master's degree program or a one-
year Christian Worldview program.
The master's degree helps prepare
you to work communally at the
reform of scholarship and
contemporary life through study of
issues in specific academic
disciplines, issues that are
fundamental and can help us
understand today's problems. The
Christian Worldview program in a
less theoretical way helps you apply
the Reformed faith to the specific
kind of work you will be doing.
Come to the Institute to help
exercise our Reformed vision with
imagination and insight, to serve
Christ in today's troubled world.
Write us for more information.
ICS
MARVIN OE YOUNG
Institute for Christian Studies
229"College St.. Toronto,
Ontario, Canada MST 1R4
